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Press release 
 

Specialist for sports nutrition builds up its financial muscles and 
sets course for further growth 
 
Sportnahrung.at/.de takes the HANNOVER Finanz Group on board as a minority 
shareholder – growth planned both organically and by acquisitions.  
 
Hanover/ Vienna/ Graz 26.9.2017 – The leading sports nutrition supplier in the German-
speaking region, well known as Sportnahrung.at/ Sportnahrung.de, intends to put its 
growth plans into practice with a strong financial partner. With that in mind, the 
company has handed over more than 30 percent of its shares to the private equity 
company HANNOVER Finanz in the course of a capital increase. Owner Konrad Kreid 
retains a holding of around 70 percent. The fast-growing sports nutrition specialist, 
founded in 1999 by the bodybuilder and martial artist Johannes Mitteregger, aims to 
strengthen its own financial capabilities considerably with this move, and to expand 
its network of outlets in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.  
 
The market for dietary supplements in the German-speaking countries is growing rapidly and 
now has a volume of around 1.2 billion euros. This includes the niche segment of sports 
nutrition, which accounts for over 300 million euros. Sportnahrung.at/ Sportnahrung.de has 
specialized in food supplements for athletes, and maintains 11 outlets in Austria, 16 outlets in 
Germany, and 12 franchisees. The multi-channel sales strategy also comprises online shops 
and sales through grocery chains such as the REWE Group.  
 
Owner Konrad Kreid and his team can discern further potential for the expansion of the 
network of outlets: “We can see that the hobby sports area is currently becoming more and 
more professionalized. Together with ever better equipment, athletes are consciously turning 
to sports nutrition. For that reason, demand for our dietary supplements is growing. Sporting 
activities, and an associated consciousness of the necessity to keep our bodies fit, are now 
an integral part of our general health culture. That is also what our company stands for. 
Demand will continue to increase.” Kreid, a business administration graduate, can also 
envisage growing through acquisitions. The company, with around 100 employees, currently 
achieves annual sales in the region of tens of million euros. 
 
HANNOVER Finanz has experience with companies from the sports sector. The successful 
equity capital partnership with Runners Point lasted over eight years, and the Austrian cycle 
and cycle racing sport specialist SIMPLON is now also one of the businesses in the portfolio. 
HANNOVER Finanz will be supporting the sports nutrition specialist, which is based in 
Vienna and Graz, from its Vienna office. Martin Walka, the responsible Partner at 
HANNOVER Finanz, comments on the investment as follows: “Like Konrad Kreid, we can 
see great potential for further growth. Furthermore, the relatively fragmented market is sure 
to provide opportunities for acquisitions.” And Georg Krasser, the responsible Investment 
Manager at HANNOVER Finanz, adds: “Konrad Kreid is an entrepreneurial personality who 
has consistently developed the sports nutrition business – both online and in bricks and 
mortar – ever since taking it over from the founder Johannes Mitteregger We are attracted to 
companies with a long tradition which have grown successfully, and our know-how and 
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experience from almost 40 years in the private equity business also lead us to work closely 
together with the entrepreneur in this case.” 

The company’s founder and Austrian bodybuilder and martial artist Johannes Mitteregger 
recognized in the context of his own sporting ambitions that efficient dietary supplements 
were required to enhance the success of his training. His own needs and his knowledge of 
the field led to him founding a retail company for sports nutrition. At the start, the company’s 
sales were directed exclusively at professional athletes. In 2015, Mitteregger handed over 
the company to Konrad Kreid, an ambitious endurance athlete, who also saw a need for high 
quality sports nutrition in the mass sports field. More and more amateurs are investing a lot 
of money in professional equipment and training methods. Professionalization in the area of 
sports nutrition is therefore a logical step.  

The company’s founder and Austrian bodybuilder and martial artist Johannes Mitteregger 
recognized from his own sporting ambitions that there was a need for efficient dietary 
supplements to enhance the success of his own training. His own needs and his knowledge 
of the field led to him founding a retail company in the area of sports nutrition. At the start, 
the company’s sales were targeted at professional athletes only. In 2015, Mitteregger 
handed over the company to Konrad Kreid, an ambitious endurance athlete, who also saw a 
need for high quality sports nutrition in the mass sports field. More and more amateur 
athletes are investing a lot of money in professional equipment and training methods. 
Professionalization in the area of sports nutrition is therefore a logical step. With the 
broadening of its target group, the sportnahrung.at business has now reached the next step. 

The following consultants were involved in the transaction: 

 Commercial Due Diligence: Bluemont Consulting GmbH (Markus Fränkel) 

 Financial & Tax Due Diligence: TJP Advisory & Management Services GmbH 

(Christian Hurek & Thomas Jungreithmeir) 

 Legal Due Diligence: WMWP Rechtsanwälte GmbH (Dr. Robert Winkler) 

On the part of HANNOVER Finanz, the transaction was managed by Dr. Christina 
Silberberger, Partner, and at the Vienna office by Georg Krasser, Investment Manager, and 
Martin Walka, Partner. 
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About Sporternährung Mitteregger GmbH (www.sportnahrung.de & www.sportnahrung.at) 

Sportnahrung is the largest supplier of sports nutrition and training supplements in the German-speaking region. 
This sports nutrition specialist markets its products to professional athletes and amateurs and hobbyists. 
Sportnahrung has the right products for all kinds of sporting activity (from endurance sports, bodybuilding and 
martial arts to ball games). The range includes customized articles for building up muscles, losing weight, 
reducing fat and increasing stamina and performance. In addition, the company sells health and feelgood 
products, super food, functional food, and sports clothing and training accessories. The business, founded in Graz 
by Johannes Mitteregger in 1999, currently operates eleven outlets in Austria and sixteen in Germany. In addition 
to the company’s own outlets, a further twelve sales franchises are managed by partners in Austria. With a total of 
39 stores in the German-speaking area, therefore, the company is the leading retailer in its field. Since 2004, the 
fast-growing business has focused on online shopping, while pursuing a multi-channel approach. The central 
aspect is service. Since 2016, selected Sportnahrung products have also been available at REWE supermarkets 
(now trading as Merkur Markt) and OMV filling stations. In the form of its house brands PowerTec and 
Sportnahrung.de, the specialist also has two of the most familiar and popular supplement lines on the sports 
market. Sportnahrung is an active promoter of professional and amateur sports, and sponsors high quality fitness 
and bodybuilding events, and triathlons and American football matches. A large number of top athletes from a 
wide range of sporting disciplines such as bodybuilding, martial arts, powerlifting, athletics and triathlon use 
products from the company and lend their names to the brand. Konrad Kreid has been the managing director and 
owner since 2015. In 2016, the company with around 100 employees achieved annual sales in the tens of million 
euros, and currently has 300,000 customers in the German-speaking countries. 
 
Contact: 
Albert Haschke, Public Relations 
Prime Communication PR Consulting KG, Währingerstraße 2, 1090 Wien,  
Telefon: +43 (1) 317 25 82-0, E-mail: haschke@prime.co.at, Internet: www.prime.co.at 
 
About the HANNOVER Finanz Group 

The HANNOVER Finanz Group, founded in 1979 and backed by institutional investors, has almost 40 years of 
experience as a private equity investor independent of banks or corporate groups. The basis of its investments in 
medium sized enterprises, intended for the long term, is the currently seven active evergreen funds with unlimited 
duration. The investors are mainly insurance companies or professional pension funds. HANNOVER Finanz’s 
commitments extend from old economy industries to commerce and the new technologies. Since its foundation, 
the equity capital partner for medium sized enterprises has grown continuously, and with it the number of 
successfully completed investments has also grown. The reasons for involvement are mainly to finance growth 
and corporate succession in sound businesses with annual sales of at least 20 million euros. The HANNOVER 
Finanz Group is one of the few private equity houses in Germany to take on minority as well as majority 
shareholdings.  
 
Text:  
Jantje Salander, Head of Corporate Communications  
HANNOVER Finanz Gruppe, Günther-Wagner-Allee 13, D-30177 Hannover  
Tel.: (0511) 2 80 07-89, Mobile: (0160) 6 33 72 04, Fax: (0511) 2 80 07-33 89  
Email: salander@hannoverfinanz.de, Internet: www.hannoverfinanz.de 
 

http://www.sportnahrung.de/
http://www.sportnahrung.at/

